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High data transfer rates allow universal use
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data transmission rates that are 20 times faster, the new tools meet the needs of increasingly
Figure 1: A test vehicle equipped with the ETAS measurement, calibration, and prototyping system of the future. The ES800 system

sophisticated testing in vehicles and on test benches.

communicates with the ECUs via FETK or serial ECU interfaces and acquires measurement data from the vehicle buses and other
digital or analog signal sources in the vehicle. In the example shown, the entire measurement is recorded by a data logger. The experts
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Figure 2: The new ETAS FETK high-speed ECU interface
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for the ES891

ful electronics and extensive soft-

the Ethernet connection. ECU data

to efficiently program ECU flash
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ware in vehicles function properly,

acquisition rates of 17 MB/s are

memories as securely as with a

developers and calibration engi-

already being achieved via a single

debugger.

neers need efficient tools for

FETK. In the future, it is expected

calibrating and acquiring large

that data rates acquired by an

In addition to performing measure-

amounts of ECU data. ETAS has

ES89x interface module to which

ment and calibration functions, the

developed two new products that

two FETKs can be connected in

FETK solution is also ideal for hand-

represent a great advance in

parallel will exceed 50 MB/s via the

ling fast, time-critical control inter-

efficiency – the FETK high-speed

new ES89x + FETK system.

ventions (also known as function

ECU interface device and the ES89x

bypass). Low latencies are critical

ECU and Bus Interface Modules

The ECU interface data is processed

here since developers tend to rely

(Figure 2).

live in real time from a PC or laptop

on the bypass method – following

using ETAS INCA – the ETAS en-

a model-based approach. It is

ECU interface for high data rates

vironment for measurement, ECU

common to develop new control

with low latency

calibration, and diagnostics. This

In contrast to serial interfaces such

setup also allows users to change

functions with ETAS ASCET or
MATLAB®/Simulink® and then ex-

as CAN, the new FETK interface

parameters in the ECU or have them

ecute the functions on proto-

requires virtually no ECU computing

automatically modified by INCA.

typing hardware.

in development get the data for evaluation at the end of the driving test via mobile communications.

2 x CAN (FD)
1 x LIN + 1 x CAN (FD)
1 x FlexRay / 2 x CAN (FD)

2 x FETK /1 Gbit/s Ethernet
1 x 100 Mbit/s Ethernet
1 x Host (1 Gbit/s Ethernet)
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The ES89x ECU and Bus Interface Modules –

signal circulating from the proto-

may be combined to synchronize

typing hardware to the ECU and back

the data from all connected FETK

with a latency of less than 100 µs.

or serial interfaces automatically.

open and standards-compliant
■

■

■

■

Additionally, expansion is not only

Efficient Calibration

Next generation ECU and bus

possible with ES89x modules but

The new ES89x modules are compatible

interface

also with prototyping hardware,

with the existing ETAS product families of

Thanks to the winning combination

and data loggers that are currently

the ES400/ES600 measurement modules,

of a high data transfer rate, low

under development at ETAS. All

the XETK ECU interfaces, the ECU and

latency, and easy integration into

members of the new ES800 prod-

bus interface modules of the ES51x/ES52x/

new ECUs, the FETK interface can

uct family will help to secure the

ES59x series, and the prototyping and

be used almost anywhere. Excellent

functioning of future electronic

interface modules of the ES9xx series.

cooperation between ETAS and

vehicle systems (Figure 1).
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oping prototypes of time-critical
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of the observed loads and other
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bination,
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without requiring any further con-
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time, INCA-FLOW monitors system
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figuration. The new ES89x ECU and
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limit values using specific methods.

IEEE1588 standard simplifies the integration
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prototyping.

Experiment (DoE) plan is automati-

To do this, the user first imports

In this way, each operating point

of the ES89x modules in heterogeneous

measurement data from ECUs and

cally carried out in the vehicle using

the files containing the DoE plan

of the DoE plan is set, stabilized,

test setups and automation solutions by

vehicle buses to support the cali-

In addition, the ES800 product

INCA-FLOW.

and measurement configurations,

and then measured.

means of a centralized clock.

bration, diagnostics, flash pro-

family will be augmented in the

This is analogous to the procedure

which define parameters such as

Automation is used to check the cali-

gramming of ECUs, and proto-

coming months by powerful and

used in engine test beds. The first

the limits for operation and mon-

bration quality of the volumetric

typing of new ECU functions.

flexible prototyping hardware and

step, which is done on a computer,

itoring. During testing, the values

analysis, fuel pre-control, and torque

ETAS provides libraries for the integration
of the ES89x modules’ bus interfaces into
other tools, such as CANape or VISION.

ETAS INCA-FLOW helps users standardize calibration tasks
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Calibrating gasoline and diesel engine management systems is a challenging task
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that is largely repetitive with regard to specific customer projects. Using INCA-FLOW,
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the calibration process can be set up for one ECU variant and then reused for others,

a

development
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bration Engineers
responsible for the

which can significantly increase calibration efficiency. In addition, measurements can

base adaptation
of engine functions

be easily reproduced, leading to clear improvements in calibration quality.

a comprehensive data logger soluThe ES89x enables the user to

tion. The latter will make it possible

directly connect two FETK inter-

to record ECU software variables

faces for these purposes. What is

and serial data bus signals for

more, the ES891 and ES892 mod-

an entire day of testing without

The prototyping hardware commu-

ules support XETK and the Ether-

interruption.

nicates with an ECU with FETK

net, FlexRay (ES891), CAN, CAN-FD,

interface in real time via an ES89x

and LIN vehicle buses. They syn-

module. This enables modifications

chronously acquire all incoming

to new software control functions

measurement signals with one

and allows for immediate validation

microsecond precision.

of these functions in the vehicle or

Configuration

■

on the test bench. Time-critical con-

The ES89x modules are designed

trol functions require that bypass

to be mechanically stackable, en-

signals flow between the proto-

abling a robust mechanical and

typing hardware and the ECU with

electrical connection between mod-

the smallest possible latency. The

ules. If a vehicle has more than

FETK interface with the ES89x en-

two ECUs equipped with FETK

sures the exchange of a 128-byte

interfaces, multiple ES89x modules

Connection to Excel
- Read the parameters
- Read DoE test plan

Start measurement

■

■

Save path
Full control of INCA
- Start recording
- Switch to working page

Monitoring

■

Global monitoring of
- Exhaust gas temp.
- Oil temp.
- Cooling water temp.

Drive test plan

■

■

Sample INCA-FLOW sequence.

Governing of
- Load
- Engine speed
- Ignition timing
Local temperature
monitoring

Save measurement

■
■
■
■

Stop recording data
Save measurement
Write a logfile
Switch to reference page

